[Treatment of hemangioma with the neodymium:yttrium-aluminum-garnet laser (Nd:YAG laser)].
Laser therapy and in particular Nd:YAG laser therapy has become of increasing importance amongst the various methods of treating haemangiomas. Nd:YAG laser radiation penetrates deep into the tissue. To avoid undesirable results of treatment, certain treatment guidelines must be observed: to protect the tissue from serious heat damage, the Nd:YAG laser radiation should be applied exclusively with simultaneous tissue cooling. Depending on the location of the haemangioma, this is carried out with ice cubes (if possible, not containing air bubbles) or with an ice-cold Ringer solution. The depth of penetration of the laser radiation can be increased by tissue compression with a piece of ice or with a special glass disc. In very voluminous haemangiomas, the laser light is additionally applied via a bare fibre directly on to the vascular tissue. The laser power densities we use are between 500 and 3,000 watts/cm2. The power chosen depends on the tissue effect of the laser radiation. Blanching of the vascular tissue without carbonisation is aimed at. With consistent observance of the treatment guidelines specified, haemangiomas should be treated as early as possible with the Nd:YAG laser. The treatment principle of "wait and see" is often advocated, but we consider to be obsolete, since cosmetically and functionally unsatisfactory residual scars may remain even after complete haemangioma regression. Moreover, the progressive haemangiomas which often lead to complications cannot be distinguished from regressive haemangiomas. Last but not least, the child and the parents should be spared the (in some cases appreciable) psychological strain of a haemangioma.